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Summary
shutoff applicationsin fracturesor othermultiple-darcyflow chanA laboratorystudyhas shownimprovedperformancefor fracture- nels-especially for applicationswhenlargedrawdownpressures
problem water-shutoff polymer gels that are formulated with a or lar~e-aperture(>1.5 mm) ~ractu~s~ ~ncountered.
combinationof high- and low-molecular-weight(MW) polymers.
ThISstudy was part ~f .anInv:stIgatIon.of water-shutoffp.olyThesegels are intendedfor applicationto fracturesor other high- mer gels that .areto be InjectedIn the.partIally fo~ed (partI~ly
permeability anomaliesthat are in direct contact with petroleum mature) stateInto fracturesor otherhIg~-permeabIlItyanomalIes
productionwells. More specifically, we focusedon evaluatingthe that are connectedto petroleumproductIonwells.
mechanicalstrength and improved performanceof these watershutoff gels for usewhen exceptionallylarge fractureaperturesor E
.
.
xperlmen
t aI
large drawdownpressuresare encountered.Dunng our study, the
gels wereinjectedinto laboratory-scalefractureswhile the gel was The experimentalsetup and proceduresused in this study were
in a partially formed state. The flooding-experimentstudy in- describedin more detail in Refs. 1 and 2. The flooding experivolved the placement of partially formed chromium(III)mentswereconductedin 1.5-in.x 1.5-in.x 2.0-ft-long rectangular,
carboxylate/acrylamide-polymer(CC/AP) gels in 1- to 4-mm 700-md, 19%-porosity,unfired Bereasandstone
cores,where a 1(0.04- to 0.16-in.) apertures,by 2-ft-long x 1.5-in.-heightfractures to 4-mm (0.04- to 0.16-in.) sawed-surface
fracture ran down the
where the fracture walls were 700-md unfired Berea sandstone. middle of the length of the core.
During the injecti?n of a 1.5~ high:'MW and 2.0:0 10w.-~W
Gel (and other fluids) exiting from the downstreamend of the
polymer-gel formulatIon, the partIally formed gel flUId exhIbIted fracture flowed into a chamberin the core's acrylic endcap that
an effective viscosityof approximately500 cp during placementin was ~4 mm (~0.16 in.) deep and ~26x26 mm (~l.Oxl.O in.)
a l-~ (0.04-in.)-aperturefractu~e,andthe m?t~redgel exhibi.ted square.The gel then flowed into a stainless-steeleffluent-port
exceptIonallygoodfracture-pluggIngcharactenstIcs.
The gel WIth- fitting having an inside diameter of 4.5 mm (0.18 in.) for the
stood ?2-psi total differ~ntial pressureacross~e fractu~e:ength l-mm-aperturefracture and having a 6.4-mm(0.25-in.) inside di(26-psi/ft pressuregradient) for 24 hours, while pertnltting no ameterfor the 2- or 4-mm (0.08- or 0.16-in.)-aperturefractures.
detectable~rine fl~w throughthe ge~-filledfracture.Su~sequen~y,
Two ports for collecting effluent from the matrix rock were
when the dIf~erentIalpressurewas Incr7asedto 175.?SI(88-ps.i/ft placedat the downstreamend of the core.The injected fluids were
pressu~e
gradient),the gel rendereda bnne p~rmeabIlIty-reduc.tIon distributed over the majority of the injection face, including the
factor In the fractureof 30,000.When placedIn a 4-mm (0.16-In.)- fractureandthe matrix sandstone.
Thematrixrock at the outlet end
aperturefracnire,a 25-psi/ft critical pressuregradientwasrequired of the core was sealedso that fluids could flow only out of the
to renderflIst and limited brine flow throughthe fracture contain- fractureat this point. All effluent-fluid flow out of the matrix rock
ing gel o~the samec~~position. Af~e~exceedi~gthe criti.calpres- occurredat the downstreammatrix effluentports.The BereasandsuregradIent,th~ stabIlIze~permeabIlIty-reductIon
factor Imp~ed
stonecore was castin epoxy. During eachexperiment,the ratesof
by th.egel to ~nne flow In the fracture was 2~0,.000.When In- fluid production from the fracture and the matrix-rock effluent,
creasIngthe bnne flow rate3througha ge~-contaInI?'!S
4-mm frac- ports were recordedas a function of time.
ture from 5?O to 8,000 cm /hr (superficIal:~lOCItIeSof 2~~ to
Differential pressures were measuredacross four equally
4,100.ft/d In the open fracture), the stabIlIzed permeabIlIty- spacedintervals along the fracture length.A fifth pressuretransreductIon.factor decreasedfrom 100,000to. 3.9,000:
.
ducer continuouslymeasuredthe differentialpressureacrossthe
The ~~h- and10.w-MWCC/AP gelse~bIte~ dISprOp?rtIonate entire core and fracturelength. Therewasalwaysgood agreement
permeabIlIty-reductIon(DPR) effects durIng 011and.bnne flow betweenthe measuredoverall differentialpressureand the sum of
through gel-filled fractu~es.However, the gels of .thIS study are the differential pressuresfor the four intervalsalong the fracture
probablybettercharactenzedastotal-shuto~~
or sealIn~ag.ents(not length.The final differential-pressurereadingsduring the flooding
DPR agents)becauseof the large permeabilityreductIonImparted of any given fluid were correctedfor pressure-transducer
baseline
to oil flow through the gel-filled fractures.
drift. Thesedifferential-pressurevalueswereusedto calculatethe
stabilizedand/orfinal permeabilitiesandresidualresistancefactors.
Introduction
All flooding experimental work was conducted at 105°P
, The objectiveof this investigationwasto developandcharacterize (41°C). The brine and aqueousgel fonnulationscontained 1.0stronger and more durable polymer-gel formulations for water- wt% NaCl and O.l-wt% CaClz. The oil used was Soltrol 130
(mixed CIO-CI3isoparaffins).
The CC/AP [chromium(III)-carboxylate/acrylarnide-polymer
or Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM]gels3.4in this study used chromic triCopyright
C>
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acetateas the chemicalcrosslinking agent.All gels were formuThispaper(SPE 89402) was lirst presented at the 2004 SPE/DOE Symposium on Improved
latedin the brine that wasdescribedin thepreviousparagraph.No
Oil Recovery, Tulsa, 17-21.April. and revised lo~ publication. Original manuscript received
P
H adjustment was madeto any of the solutions.The crosslinking
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active aqueous solution and was added to the polymer solutions in
this form. The "high"-MW polymer was Ciba Alcoflood 935 commercial HP AM (hydrolyzed polyacrylamide). This acrylamide
polymer has a nominal MW of 5x106 daltons and is 5 to 10 mol%
hydrolyzed. The concentration of active polymer in the as-supplied
sample of Alcoflood 935 HPAM was analyzed to be 92%. The
low-MW polymer was Ciba Alcoflood 254-S commercial HPAM.
This latter acrylamide polymer has a nominal MW of 500,000
daltons and is 5 to 10 mole% hydrolyzed. The concentration of
active polymer in the as-supplied sample of Alcoflood 254-S
HPAM was analyzed to be 93%. Pertinent information regarding
the CC/AP gels employed in this study is provided in Table 1.
Gel aging prior to first injection of the gel into the fractured
core (time between crosslinker addition to the polymer solution
and initiating injection of the gel fluid into the fractured core) was
conducted at room temperature.
We were initially surprised that the measured viscosity for the
polymer solution of the fracture-sealing Gel Number 1 (FSG-I) gel
was somewhat less than the measured viscosity for the polymer
solution of the high- and low-molecular weight (H&LMW) gel,
where the H&LMW-gel polymer solution has a lower concentration of the low-MW polymer. However, three separate determinations of these two viscosity values all showed the same viscosity
trend. The polymer-solution viscosities were measured using a
Paar Physica USD 200 Universal Dynamic Spectrometer (rheometer). The viscosities were determined at 28 sec-1 shear rate and
41°C using a cup and bob configuration having a 1.06-mm gap.
Superficial velocities for brine or oil flow through gel-treated
fractures will be reported in units of ft/d. These superficial velocities were calculated assuming that the fluid flow occurred through
the original fracture without any gel present. The actual superficial
velocity of brine or oil flow through the gel-treated fractures was
probably more than ten times larger than stated because the fluid
flow actually occurred through relatively small channels (wormholes) in the geP

numerous producing provinces (e.g., the Wyoming Big Horn basin
and the Texas Permian Basin), a need exists for stronger gels when
encountering fractures with large apertures (> 1.5 mm) and/or large
drawdown pressures. For example, large drawdown pressures can
be encountered when a horizontal well is drilled through a lowpermeability oil-bearing formation and the well intersects a single
highly conductive vertical fracture that extends down into a prolific aquifer.
The strategy of mixing H&LMW HPAM polymer in gel formulations is based on the following premises.5 First, there is an
upper concentration limit for incorporating relatively high-MW
HPAM into polymer-gel formulations. This upper concentration
limit is set by the upper viscosity limit that can be tolerated during
pumping and placement of the gel formulations.
The second premise is that any gel formulated for fracture
water-shutoff purposes should contain as much high-MW polymer
as possible (up to a limit discussed in the previous paragraph).
More gel strength per unit weight or unit cost is attained at low
polymer concentrations by incorporating high-MW polymer rather
than low-MW polymer. However, as the concentration of highMW polymer increases above a threshold value, addition of lowMW polymer imparts improved gel strength and stability that are
comparable to addition of the same amount of high-MW polymer.
When such a situation exists, both polymer chains are long enough
to form effective crosslinks within the gel network.
The attractive feature of adding low-MW polymer to a base gel
formulation that contains high-MW polymer is that the low-MW
polymer imparts a minor increase in viscosity to the gelant solution, while substantially improving the gel strength and stability.

.
.
Strategy of Incorporatmg High- and Low M,:" P~lymers for
Improved Performanc~. The strat~gy ~mploye? In this study was
tp formulate the gels with a cOmbInatIon ~f hIgh- and low-MW
HPAM poly~er. The ~verall perfo~ance I~provements that. we
hope to achIeve by this approach Include Improved mechanIcal
strength, thermal a~d c.he~cal stabili~, and durability: Howe~er,

Gel Formulated With 1.5% High MW and 2.0% Low MW
Polymer. The first high- and low-MW CC/AP gel (H&LMW)
employed in the study was formulated in a 1.0-wt% NaCI and
0.1-wt% CaCl2 brine and contained 1.5-wt% high-MW Alcoflood
935 HPAM, 2.0-wt% low-MW Alcoflood 254-S HPAM, and 601
ppm Cr(llI) as chromic triacetate.
H&LMW Gel in a I-mm-Aperture Fracture. During the first
eval.uation phase of the H&~~W gel, 40 fracture 3volumes (FV) of
partIally. formed. gel. was Injected at 8,000 cm /h (16,600 ft/D
superficIal ~elocIty) Into a l-mm-aperture, 2-ft-Io~g fractu~e. The
gelan.t solution wa~ ~ge~ at roo~ te~p.era~ure[~24 C (,,:75 ~)] for
~O lDlnutes befo~ I~jeCtiOn.Dunng Injection, the effective VISCOSIty of the gel flUId In the fracture ranged from 470 to 510 cpo The
I
th all
d
48 h
bef
b . ..
ge was en owe to age
ours
ore InItiating nne Injection. The following post-gel-placement results involved constantpressure flooding.
During the first brine injection, we attempted to inject brine
using a total injection pressure of 52 psi (differential pressure),
which provided a pressure gradient of 26 psi/ft. During the 24
hours that we maintained this brine injection pressure no brine
flow through the fracture was detected.
'

~e present study. IS hlDlted to studYIng gels that wIll provIde
Improved mechanIcal stre~gth.

Next, we raised the injection pressure to 75 psi (pressure gradient of 38 psi/ft) for 7.0 hours. At this point, the average perme-

AI~ough currently avaIlable water-shutoff
polymer gels ha~e
sufficIent strength for the successful treatment of many wells In

ability of the fractured
a residual resistance

Improved
Water-Shutoff
Performance
for
Polymer
Gels
The goal of this study was to improve the performance (especially
the strength) of polymer gels that are used to treat fractures and
other high-permeability anomalies that are in direct contact with
production wells-especially when encountering large drawdown
ressures and lar e a ertures in hi h-permeability channeling
p.
g
p
.g
anomalIes, such as fractures or solution channeI s.

TABLE 1-H&LMW
Gel Designation
.

Co~c.en~~atlon

CC/AP GEL USED IN THIS STUDY
.

of the 92o/~ active

H&LMW

FSG-1

-

FSG-2

-

core was measured to be 700 md-yielding
factor (permeability-reduction
factor) of

200,000 (average for data obtained from all four intervals along the
fracture length and at a brine flow rate through the fracture of 63
cm3fhr). The similarity of the 700-md pl;>st-gel-treatmentaverage
core permeability to the 700-md permeability of the original matrix Berea rock is serendipitous.
Subsequently,

core)

additional

where

the

brine

injection

floods

(in

the

Concentration of the 93% active
low-MW HPAM, wt%

2.0

4.0

3.0

The pressure responses of four floods of this series are shown in
Fig. 1. In this figure, permeability of the gel-treated fractured core

Concentration active Cr(III), ppm

601

960

873

is plotted against the brine pressure gradient. The order of the

Agingtimepriorto injection,
min.

40

added(28sec-1
and41DC),cp

fractured

six

2.0

Viscosity of the polymer solution
without crosslinking agent

gel-filled

conducted

1.5

.hlgh-MW HPAM,wtYO .

same

we

1.5

pressure

was increasedincrementallyand then decreased
incrementally.

860

120
650

12

sequence
of floodswas:FloodA, FloodB, FloodC, andFloodD.

1,000

The data are based on the average pressure of the two internal
pressure taps along the length of the fracture.

In general,the curvesfor thesefour floodswerequalitatively
similar, and all the pressure-cycle curves originated from the same
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TABLE 3-OVERVIEW OF FLOODINGRESULTSFORTHE

I

100,000

["8~~

H&LMW GEL IN A 2-mm FRACTURE
Gel fluid viscosity during injection, cp

550-630

First brineflood critical pressure gradient, psi/ft
First brineflood stabilized F~
First oilflood

stabilized

37
260,000

F""

11,000

kot/kwfforfirst flood cycle

24

Second brineflood stabilized F~

53,000

Second oilflood stabilized F""

11,000

kot/kwf
for secondflood cycle

~

~

1\
:0

~

I

.~ 10,000

,

~

~IV
I

4.8
1,00

'.
500cm3n1r1000cm3n1r2000cm3n1r4000cm'/hr 8000cm3n1r

(average
of thefourpressure
taps)requiredto first breachthegel Fig.2-Summaryof variable-ratefloods for the H&LMWgel in a
was 25 psi/ft-the highest pressuregradient that we have seen
during any of our studiesto date in 4-mm-aperturefractures.
Table 5 provides an overview of the results for the flooding experimentinvolving the H&LMW gel that was placed in a
4-mm fracture.
At the end of the first post-gel-placementbrineflood (after 10
FV of brine had been injected), the stabilized permeabilityreductionfactor for brine flow was again260,000.The permeability of the original (untreated)4-mm-aperturefracture was 1.4 million darcies.
Next, an oilflood was conducted,followed by three cycles of
brine- and oilflooding.During all of thesefloods, 10 FV of fluid
was injected at a rate of 500 cm3fhr(259 ft/d superficial velocity
in the fracture). At the end of the fourth brine injection, the
permeability-reductionfactor for brine flow was 84,000. As depicted in Fig. 3, the magnitudeof the disproportionatepermeability reduction (as measuredby the ratio ko/kwf) decreasedwith
increasingcyclesof brine- and oilflooding. Seethe Disproportionate PermeabilityReductionsubsectionof the Additional Discussion sectionat the endof the paperfor a discussionof how the gels
of this study arebettercharacterizedas being total-shutoffor sealing agentsthan DPR agents.
Finally, using the samegel-treated4-mm-aperturefracture,we
carried out a seriesof brinefloodsthat were conductedat increasing flow ratesthat was then followed by a single oilflood. During
this flooding sequence,the five brinefloodswere completedfirst,
followed by the oilflood. Resultsof this sequenceof experiments
are summarizedin Table 6.
The final residualresistancefactors impartedby the gel in the
4-mm fracture were substantialfor both brine and oil flow (Table
6). The final brine and oil permeability-reductionfactors were
39,000and 18,000,respectively.In total during all the flooding in
this fracturedcore, more than 100 FV of water and 84 FV of oil
was injected. Roughly 40 FV eachof water and oil was injected
during the studiesassociatedwith Fig. 3. While generatingthe data
of Table6, anadditional64.6 FV of waterand44 FV of oil was
injected. When conducting the brine injection at 8,000 cm3fhr
during any given flood, we noted a small but steadyincreasein
brine fracturepermeabilitywith time andvolume of brine injected.
As expected,when the gel was subjectedto higher brine flow
ratesand differential pressures,the waterblockingperformanceof

2-mm fracture.
the gel deterioratedsomewhat.However, the gel exhibited substantial permeability-reductionfactors, even after experiencing
high ratesand large throughputvolumesof brine and oil.
Effective Viscosity Vs. Fracture Aperture. For the H&LMW
gel, Table 7 lists effective gel-fluid viscosities in 1- to 4-mmaperturefractures-at a fixed injection rate of 8,000cm3fhrduring
injection. This viscosity trend probably resultedbecausethe gel
formulation is shear thinning. When injecting a shear-thinning
fluid at a fixed rate into fractureshaving increasingapertures,the
fluid will experiencereducedshearrates.
Fracture-Sealing Gel Formulations. The first "fracture-sealing"
CC/AP gel (FSG-1) employedin the study was formulated in a
1.0-wt% NaCl and O.l-wt% CaCl2 brine and contained 1(5-wt%
high-MW Alcoflood 935 HPAM, 4.0-wt% low-MW Alcoflood
254-S HPAM, and 960 ppm Cr(lII) as chromic triacetate.The
second "fracture-sealing"CC/AP gel (FSG-2) employed in the
studywasformulatedin a 1.0-wt%NaCl andO.l-wt% CaCl2brine
and contained2.0-wt% high-MW Alcoflood 935 HPAM, 3.0-wt%
low-MW Alcoflood 254-S HPAM, and 873 ppm Cr(lII) as chromic triacetate.
In an attemptto further improve the performanceialld strength
of water-shutoff CC/AP gels for application in 4-mm-aperture
fractures, we developed the "fracture-sealing-gel"formulations
FSG-1 and FSG-2. The HPAM-polymer concentrationand the
anticipatedchemical costs of the CC/AP FSG-2 gel are comparable to those of the low-MW-polymer CC/AP-gel formulation
that is somewhatwidely appliedon a commercialscaleandapplied
as relatively small-volume(typically on the order of hundredsof
barrels)and near-wellboretotal-shutoff gel treatmentsthat are applied to matrix-rock reservoirs.
FSG-l and FSG-2 Gelsin 4-mm-ApertureFractures. During
the flooding experimentsinvolving the two FSG CC/AP gels, 10

FV of partiallyformedgel was injectedinto 2-ft-long,4-mmaperture fractured cores at a rate of 8,000 cm3fhr (4,140 ft/d
superficial velocity within the fracture) and then shut in for 48
hours. The FSG-1 was injected as a relatively mature partially
formed gel. The FSG-2 was injected as a relatively immature
partially formed gel.

TABLE 4--EFFECT OF RATEON OIL AND WATERFir VALUESFORTHE H&LMWGEL IN A2-mm FRACTURE
Rate

~

232

Superficial
Velocity (ft/d)

(

IncrementalFV of

Total FV

Brine Fnw

Brine

Brine

~

IncrementalFV of
Soltrol

Total FV Soltrol

500

515

52,000

2.7

2.7

15,000

3.4

1,000

1,030

39,000

5.5

8.2

7,100

5.5

3.4
8.9

2,000

2,060

21,000

10.9

19.1

4,200

11.0

19.9

4,000

4,120

16,000

21.1

40.2

2,400

8,240

14,000

21.4

61.6

1,500

21.2
21.4

41.1

8,000

62.5
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TABLE

5--OVERVIEW

OF FLOODING

RESULTS

FOR

THE

H&LMW GEL IN A 4-mm FRACTURE
. .
.
Gel fluid VISCOSity
during Injection, cp
First brineflood critical pressure gradient, psi/ft
First brineflood stabilized Frrw
First oilflood stabilized FmJ
Fourth brineflood stabilized Frrw
Fourth oilflood stabilized FmJ
Y.,/k for fourth flood cycle
f.

wf

and high-rate

brineflooding,

are considered

to

There was considerable variation in the elapsed time between
1,400-1,500

the separate lL brinefloods during the injection of the last four lL
aliquots of brine at 8,000 cm3/hr when conducting this flooding

25

experiment series involving the FSG-l and FSG-2 gels. The initial

260,000
42,000

Y.,,/kwf
for first flood cycle

such large-volume
be substantial.

6.2

peak pressure observed during brine injection appeared to increase
with in~reasing e~apsedtim:.
In View of thiS observation, we conducted, at the end of the
FSG-2 gel flooding-experiment series, a number of additional

84,000
33,000
2.5

8,000-cm3/hr brinefloods with significantly different elapsed times
between the floods. The above-cited trend of increasing initial
peak
pressure
with increasing
elapsed
timequite
between
the brineflooding
experiments
was verified
and was
repeatable,
even

During first post-gel-placement brineflooding at an injection
rate of 100 cm3/hr (52 ft/d superficial velocity within the fracture),
the critical pressure gradient (average of the four pressure taps)
required to flfSt breach the gel was 23 psi/it for the FSG-l gel and
26 psi/it for the FSG-2 gel. If one is looking to obtain the largest
critical pressure gradient for first brine breaching of a CCI AP gel
in a 4-mm fracture and to do so for the least cost, that person would
most likely choose the less-expensive H&LMW -gel formulation of
this study (exhibiting a critical pressure gradient of 25 psi/it under
identical conditions).
Results are summarized in Table 8 for the two FSG CC/AP-gel
formulations that were placed in 4-mm-aperture fractures.
During the flfSt post-gel-placement brineflood, 10 FV of brine
was injected. The stabilized F rrw of the first brineflood for the
FGS-l and FGS-2 gels were 360,000 and 200,000, respectively.
Next, 10 FV of Soltrol130 was flooded at an injection rate of 500
cm3/hr (259 ft/d superficial velocity within the fracture). The stabilized F rro for the first oilflood for the FGS-l and FGS- 2 gels
were, respectively, 15,000 and 20,000. The DPR ratio ko/kow for
the FGS-l and FGS-2 gel formulations during the first cycle of
post-gel-placement brine- and oilflooding were 24 and 10, respectively. Thus, these two FSG gels did impart significant DPR effects for brine and oil flow in the gel-filled 4-mm-aperture fractures. Subsequently, another cycle of brine- and oilflooding was

during multicycles of brine and oil injection.
For the FSG-2 gel during these 8,OOO-cm3/hr
brine floods, Fig. 4
shows how the initial peak pressure during brine injection increased with increasing elapsed time between the brineflooding
experiments. In these two series of flooding experiments, lL (10.8
FV) of brine was first injected at the shortest elapsed time, and
then the core was shut in. Subsequently, lL of brine was injected
at the next longer elapsed time-and so on, for the duration of that
brineflooding series. Flooding Series 1 was conducted immediately following the injection of lL of oil at an injection rate of 500
cm3/hr. Subsequent Flooding Series 2 was conducted immediately
following the injection of lL of oil at an injection rate of 8,000
cm3/hr.
Because brine and oil flow through wormholes within the gel
that resides in fractures for the type of fractures and gel studied in
this work,i the previous observations are consistent with the hypothesis that DPR effects observed during oil and water flow
through gel-filled fractures (gel and fractures of the type studied)
are an interrelated function of gel elasticity, fluid capillary forces,
gel dehydration, and water imbibition into the gel (gel rehydration). That is, during oil flow through a wormhole within a gelfilled fracture, capillary forces cause the wormhole diameter to
become relatively large. If the diameter of the wormhole is either
being created or is being increased, some gel dehydration will
occur. Subsequently, when brine flows through the wormhole,
capillary forces are not nearly as large (if they exist at all), and the

conductedat the sameinjection rate.StabilizedF rr resultsfor these gel's elasticity tends to reduce the diameterof the wormhole
two floods are shown in Table 8.
Next we injected brine at the highest readily feasible rate with
our flooding unit [8,000 cm3/hr (133 cm3/min) or 4,140 ft/d superficial velocity within the fracture]. A total of 4L (43 FV) of
brine was injected during this flooding sequence. The final F rrw
measured during the bdnefloods (and measurements following all
the previous post-gel-placement brine- and oilflooding) were
14,000 and 25,000, respectively, for gels FSG-l and FSG-2. These
permeabi1ity-reduction-factor values in a 4-mm fracture, following

7.0

ing this work, successive cycles of constant-rate brine- and oi1flooding were conducted through fractures that were filled with
CCI AP gel. After the first cycle of brine- and then oilflooding
through the gel-filled fracture, there was always a substantial peak
pressure observed during the oilfloods. However, during the initial
injection of the subsequent brinefloods, there was usually very
little, if any, initial peak pressure noted.

6.0
5.0

J

within the gel. Simultaneously, some water within the wormhole
imbibes into the gel (rehydrates the gel). Apparently, if this hypothesis is correct, the water imbibition from the brine-filled
wormhole into the gel (and the associated gel elastic constriction
of the wormhole) is a relatively slow process.Therefore, in the gel
(as implied in Fig. 4), the wormhole diameter continues to constrict with time (on the order of hours) and the initial peak pressure
observed during brine injection continues to increase as the
elapsed-time interval between successive brineflooding experiments increases.
This hypothesis is also consistent with the observation made in
the work associated with Ref. 1 (but not explicitly reported). Dur-

4.0

"'0
0
~ 3.

More w~rk is requir~dto investigatethis hypo~e.sisregarding

the mechanism responsible for the DPR effects withm the wormholes of gel-filled fractures.

2.0
1.0

Additional
Discussion
Versatility and Optimization of H&LMW Polymer Gels. Formulating water-shutoff gels with a combination of high- and low-

0.0
1st Series

2nd Series

3rd Series

4th Series

Fig. 3-Disproportionate
permeability reduction as a function of
brine-oilflooding series for the H&LMW gel in a 4-mm fracture.
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MW po~ymersshouldpro~e{o be a robustandpowerful strategy.
By varymg the concentrations and MW of the two polymers, gels
with a broad ran~e of.cost~ ":Illdproperties (e.speciallygel strengths
and gelant-solution ViSCOsities)can be readily formulated.
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TABLE 6-EFFECT

OF RATE ON WATER AND OIL FIT VALUES

FOR THE H&LMW GEL IN A 4-mm FRACTURE
Rate (cm3/hr)

Superficial Velocity (ft/d)

500
1,000
2,000

Brine Final FIT

259
518
1,040

100,000
67,000
53,000

4,000

2,070

8,000

4,140

Incremental

FV Brine

Total FV Brine

1.4
2.8
5.6

1.4
4.2
9.8

45,000

10.8

20.6

39,000

44.0

64.6

Oil Final FIT

Total FV Soltrol

-

-

-

-

18,000

44.0

Use of gels fonnulated with high- and 10w-MW polymers are
likely to be more expensive (on a unit volume basis) than conventional oilfield water-shutoff polymer gels. Field applications of
high- and low MW-polymer water-shutoff gels are envisioned to
be most attractive if applied in one of the following two modes.
First, these gels could be applied as relatively small-volume (nearwellbore) water-shutoff jobs when large-aperture fractures or large
drawdown pressures are encountered. Second, these gels could be
applied in conjunction with larger-volume water-shutoff treatments (i.e., that employ weaker and less costly polymer gels) when
large-aperture fractures or large drawdown pressures are encounteredo In this case, the gels fonnulated with high- and 10w-MW
P?lymer~ could be inj~cted .last (into the near-wellbore, ~ighdifferential-pressure regIon) m ord~r to prevent the conventional
(weaker) water-shutoff gel from bemg backproduced.

the effluent flowline from the fracture was cleared of gel before
brine injection, and (3) all the other flowlines and pressure taps
were maintained gel-free. Additional work will be required to fully
understand this phenomenon.

A complementary
strategy can be employed when the exact
nature of highly conductive water-producing
fractures is unknown

rock

at the onset of ~water~shutoff gel treatment.(often the case). Fi~st,
a more conve?tional hlgh-MW-polymer .gells pumpe~.?e~endmg
on the pumpmg pressure response dunng thIS gel mjection, the
concentration of ~igh-MW polymer in the gel is gradually increased to the maxImum tolerable value. If warranted, near the end

Improved Performance. This discussion is intended to justify the
contention made in our paper that water-shutoff polymer gels,
fonnulated with a combination of high- and 10w-MW polymers
provide improved perfonnance (as compared to more conventionai
.

TABLE 7-EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY OF THE H&LMW GEL
.
DURING PLACEMENT

FractureAperture
(mm)

234

EffectiveViscosity~ange
of Gel Formulation
(cp)

used

to

treat

frac-

t

pressures.
fi

drawdown

d

large

.

unusually

h

encountenng

us

to

requIre

.
.
breach a 3X CC/AP gel (that contained 1.5 wt% of .the hlgh-MW
po!y~er) m a l-~-aperture
fracture, was ?~terIn1ne.dto be ?9
psi/ft. After breachmg the 3X gel, the stabll~zed resldu.al !eSlStance factor was ~easured to be 22,000 for bone flow wIthin the
fracture (at 81 cm fhr). In all o!her respects (except .r°r constantrate vs. co~stant-pressur~ floodmg), ~~ gel fonnulatio~s, fractu~e
config~ration, and expe?me~tal condItions of the fl~oding expenments m Ref. 1 were Identical to those reported"m the present
paper. The 3X CC/AP gel, containing solely 1.5 wt% of the highMW polymer, can be considered to be the base gel for the present
study's H&LMW gel (containing 1.5 wt% of the high-MW polymer plus 2.0 wt% of the 10w-MW polymer).
Because of gelant-solution viscosity and associated pumping
constraints during field applications, it is generally accepted that
the maximum concentration of high-MW polymer that fractureproblem water-shutoff gelants can contain is 1.5 wt%. Thus, the
increased functionality resulting from the addition of any amount
of 10w-MW polymer to the base 3X gel fonnulation (containing
1.5 wt% of the high-MW polymer) should improve perfonnance
for the resultant water-shutoff gel by increasing its resistance to
breaching or washout and still allow for reasonable injection pressures during gel-solution placement.
The stabilized penneability-reduction factor to brine flow (after
the gel in the l-mm fracture had been rust breached) was 200,000
for the H&LMW CC/AP gel (at a brine flow rate of 63 cm3fhr
was

t

d

Pressure Gradient Along the Fracture Length. During the
flooding experiments involving the H&LMW gel, we often observed that pressure gradients became progressively larger along
the length of the fracture (from injection to effluent end) during
post-gel-placement brine- and oilflooding. At present, we do not
completely understand this behavior. This phenomenon was not
apparent for relatively weak CC/AP gels in fractures (gels of the
type reported on in Ref. 1). This behavior became much more
significant as gel strength increased and/or the overall differential
pressure became larger. The larger downstream pressure gradients
occurred despite the fact that (1) the inside diameter of the effluent
port (from the fracture) was larger than the fracture aperture, (2)

when

.

and

when

h

or
responses

fonnulations)

lC

..
.
mjection-pressure

goo engmeenng jU gmen.
Th e hIg
. h- and I ow MW -poIymer-ge I f 0nn ulat 1' ons Used 1.
.n thl' S
study may not be the optimum composition. On the other hand,
there may not be a single optimum fonnulation when treating
fractured production wells for water-shutoff purposes. The optimum composition may vary with the exact nature of the excessive
water-production problem to be treated, and the business objectives and cost constraints of the oilfield operator.
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Disproportionate Permeability Reduction. Although DPR occuffed for water and oil flow through the gel-filled fractures of this
study, it is doubtful that this effect can be effectively exploited
during most field applications of fracture-problem water-shutoff
treatments. This is because the penneability reduction to oil is so
large that all flow is effectively shut off.
Nevertheless, the DPR that we observed for gels in fractures is
significant because it might be usefully exploited under limited
circumstances, and could lead to an improved understanding of the
mechanism for disproportionate penneability reduction in matrix

throughthe gel-filledfractureand at a pressuregradientof 38
psi/ft).For comparison,
the stabilizedpenneability-reduction
factor was22,000for thebase3X gel (at a brineinjectionrateof 81

1.0

470-510

cm3fhr into the gel-filled fractured and at a pressure gradient of 5.0

2.0
4.0

550-630
1,400-1,500

psi/ft). This demonstrates improved water-shutoff perfonnance for
the H&LMW (1.5% high-MW and 2.0% 10w-MW polymer) gel
over the 3X (1.5% high-MW polymer) gel.
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TABLE 8-0VERVIEW OF FLOODING EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
FSG GELS PLACED IN 4-mm FRACTURE

~

Gel

Gel agingtime priorto injection,min.
Effectiveviscosityin the fractureduringgel injection,cp
Peakpressuregradientduringfirst brineinjection,psi/ft
Stabilized Fnwduring first brineflood

~
120
1,300
23

12
1,300
26

360,000

200,000

15,000

20,000

24

10

Stabilized Fnwduring second brineflood

38,000

80,000

Stabilized F"" during second oilflood

15,000

15,000

Fnwafter injecting33 FV of brineat 4,130ft/d

14,000

25,000

Stabilized F"" during first oilflood
kof/kwf

MW polymer that a fracture-problemwater-shutoffgel can normally contain, becauseof viscosity constraints,is 1.5%. As discussedpreviously,additionoflow-MW polymerto the base1.5%high-MW-polymer gelant solution can be tolerated becauseit
increasesthe viscosityof the resultinggelantsolutiononly slightly.
Consequently,addition of the low-MW polymer to the H&LMW
gel formulation greatly improved performance,without compromising placementcharacteristics.

curred ~o prevent substantialpen.e~~tionof the gel! into matrix
reservoIrrock of normal permeabilities«1,000 md).
Typically during field applicationof CC/AP-gelwater-shutoff
treatments,the gelantsolutionresidesin the injection tubing for 10
to 45 minutes prior to exiting the wellbore into the petroleum
formation. However, situationscan be easily envisionedin which
the gel residencetime in the injectiontubing could fall outsideof
the 10 to 45-minute range.Two of threeof the gel formulations
that were discussedin this paperwere agedwithin the 10 to 45-

In Fig. 1, the H&LMW gel exhibited a critical pressure gradient
of ~12.5 psi/it (for brine flow after having first breached the gel in

minute range prior to being injected into the fractured cores of
this study.

a I-mm fracture).Below this pressuregradientafter brine flow had
previously breachedthe gel, no measurablebrine flow occurred
throughthe gel-filled fracture.In contrast,for the base1.5%-highMW-polymer 3X gel (in a similar experiment),!brine was ableto
flow throughthe previouslybreachedgel at a pressuregradientof
5.0 psi/it (flow rate of 81 cm3/hr).In fact during studiesconducted
in Ref. 1, it was notedthat following initial brine breachingof the
gel, brine flow could occur through gel-filled I-mm fractures,
containingthe 3X gel, at pressuregradientsof much lessthan 5.0
psi/ft. This again demonstratesimproved performancefor a fracture-problemwater-shutoffgel that was formulatedwith a combination of high- and 10w-MW polymers.

Ideally for any given fracture-problemCC/AP-gel watershutoff treatmentthat is to be injected at a given rate, the gel
formulationsshould be designedsuchthat initial gelation has alreadyoccurredasthe gel solutionexitsthewellboreand entersthe
fracture(s).The rate of gelation can be controlled, in most instances,by the appropriateadditionto the CC/AP-gelformulation
of a chemical gelation-rateaccelerator(e.g.,CrC13)or chemical
gelation-rateretarder(e.g., sodiumlactate).
The placementand propagationof partially and fully formed
CC/AP gels in fracturesare discussedin Refs. 1, 2, and 6.

As previously pointed out, the maximum concentration of high-

Conclusions
Injection of Partially ~ormed Gels. CC/AP-gel water-shut?ff The following conclusionsare limited to the polymergels and the
treatmentsthat at;eapplied to fracture pro?le~s a:e normally rn- experimental conditionsof this study.
jected in the partIally fo~ed state.~e ~bjectlveISto ~n.sur7~at
1. The H&LMW CC/AP-gelformulationof this study(which conthe gel solution has relatively low VISCOSIty(and good rnjeCtiVIty)
as it exits the ,,:,ellbore and enters the fracture(s~, yet has developed
enough crosslInked ge! structure (developed ffilcrogel s~cture) so

the gel cannot apprecIablyenter and damageth7 matrix rock adjacent to ~e fracture. Subsequent to wh7n gelation has been first
detectedvIsually for CC/AP gels, sufficIent gel structurehas oc-

50

ting no detectable brine flow through the fracture. Subsequently,
when the differential pressure was increasedto 175 psi (88-psi/ft
pressure gradient), the gel imparted a brine residual resistance

40

factor (permeability-reductionfactor)of 30,000.
2. When placedin a 2-mm-aperturefracture,thesamegel required

.-'

~
.

a 37-psi/ft pressure gradient for brine to first breach the gel.

~ 30
U)

After exceedingthis critical pressuregradient,the stabilized
brine residual resistancefactor in the gel-filled fracture was

U)

e 20

260,000.
3. When placed in a 4-mm-aperturefracture,thesamegel required

D..

~
~

tained a combination of high- and 10w-MW polymers) exhibited
an effective viscosity of roughly 500 cp during placement at a
16,600 ft/d superficial velocity in a I-mm-aperture fracture. After placement,the gel provided exceptionallygood fractureplugging characteristics. The gel withstood a 52-psi differential
pressure (26-psi/ft pressuregradient)for 24 hourswhile pennit-

10
9 Series
0
0

5

10

15

20

Shut-in Time , hr
Fig. 4-lncreasing peak pressure with increasing elapsed time
between 8,OOO-cm3/hrbrinefloods.
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a 25-psi/ft pressuregradient for brine to first breachthe gel.
After exceedingthis critical pressuregradient,the stabilized
brine residual resistancefactor in the gel-filled fracture was
again 260,000.
4. At a fixed injection rate during placement,
the effectiveV~SC?Sity within the fracture of the injectedH&LMW-gel fluId rncreased
with fracture
5. The
H&LMW
CC/APaperture.
gel exhibiteddisproportionate
permeability reduction in fractures.However,thegelsof this.studyare
probably better characterizedas total-shutoffor sealIngagents
235

(not DPR agents) because of the large permeability reduction
imparted to oil flow through the gel-filled fractures.
6. After placement of the H&LMW gel in a 4-mm-aperture fracture, stabilized residual resistance factors decreased by a factor
of 2.6 when the brine superficial velocity was increased by a
factor of 16 (i.e., from 259 to 4,140 ftJd in the fracture). Similar
results were obtained during an analogous experiment in a
2-mm fracture.
7. After pl~cement o!the H&LMW ~~l in a frac.ture, the magnitu.de
of the disproportionate permeability reduction decreased With
increasing cycles of water- and oilflooding.
Nomenclature
F rr = residual resistance factor
F rro = oil residual resistance factor
F rrw = water residual resistance factor
(permeability-reduction
factor)
. andlow-molecular-weight
. polymergel
H&LMW = hlghkoJkwf= ratiomeasuring
degreeof DPR

6. Seright,R.S.: "Gel PropagationThrough Fractures,"SPEPF(November 2001) 225.

51 Metric
cp
ft
ftJD
°
F
in.
in.3/hr
md
psi
psi/ft

Conversion
x 1.0*
x 3 048*
x 3:528
0
x ( F-32)/1.8
x 2.54*
x 6.102374
x 9.869233
x 6.894757
x 2.262059

Factors
E-O3 = Pa.s
E-OI = m
E-O6 = m/s
- °C
E+OO = cm
E-O2 = cm3/h
E--04 = ILm2
E+OO = kPa
E+Ol = kPa/m

,

'Converslonfactorsare exact.
""",

!

MW = molecular weight
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